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Author Jake Biondi introduces
new MAJESTY series
BOYSTOWN writer seeks feedback on first chapter of new book series
Fans have opportunity to influence MAJESTY story lines
BOYSTOWN series author Jake Biondi has introduced his new MAJESTY book
series, a thriller that take place during the Middle Ages, in a unique way.
“I have always been interested in period pieces, so I thought it was time to develop
one of my own,” Biondi explained. “I hope that MAJESTY will show readers all the
excitement and intrigue of the Middle Ages along with a lot of romance of all kinds.”
MAJESTY will provide readers with all the twists and turns that Biondi’s audience
has come to love. The first book in the MAJESTY series is titled “Death of the King.”
“Interacting with my readers and fans has always been the best part of my job,”
Biondi stated. “So it makes sense to give readers a ‘sneak peek’ of MAJESTY so that
they can provide feedback.”
Biondi decided to release the first chapter of “MAJESTY: Death of the King” online
at MajestyTheSeries.com so that readers get a preview of the series and may offer
their comments and thoughts. “This is a chance for readers to influence what
happens
next,”
Biondi
added.
Reader
should
visit
this
link:
http://www.majestytheseries.com/preview-chapter-one.html
Interested readers may preview the first chapter of “Death of the King” free at
MajestyTheSeries.com. Biondi hopes that readers will share their thoughts with him
so that he can modify the first book according to their wishes prior to publishing the
entire novel later this year.
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Biondi added, “I am so grateful for BOYSTOWN readers and their positive response
to that series. I am hoping those fans will also embrace the MAJESTY series and use
this opportunity to influence how the story lines unfold.”
Biondi has once again teamed up with designer Anna Crosswell of Cover Couture to
create the artwork for the MAJESTY series. The artwork for “MAJESTY: Death of
the King” features popular actors Jesse Pattison and Eric Claussen.
“It’s really an honor to be the face of the new MAJESTY series. It’s my first book
cover, so it’s definitely something I’ve looked forward to for a while,” said Pattison. “I
guess all those sit ups were for something after all.”
“It’s an honor and a privilege to be a part of the new MAJESTY series. I am humbled
and greatly appreciate this opportunity,” said Claussen.
“Jake is one of the most easy-going, supportive people that I’ve had true pleasure
working with,” Pattison added. “It’s definitely a refreshing work relationship that I
don’t take for granted. Working with him is amazing.”
About working with Biondi, Claussen added, “It’s just wonderful. He’s a great, down
to earth guy with a big heart. We have a shared vision for MAJESTY and it's great
to work together to introduce more and more people to his new series.”
BOYSTOWN fans need not worry that MAJESTY means the end of BOYSTOWN.
“Not at all,” Biondi said. “I am currently writing ‘BOYSTOWN Season Nine’ at the
same time as I am writing the first MAJESTY book. BOYSTOWN will continue as
long as fans want it to….and I hope MAJESTY will have an equally bright future. It
all depends on the fans.”
“Jake Biondi is one of the most masterful writers of fiction of our time,” said Roger
Ward on Amazon.com. “While reading the first chapter of Jake Biondi’s latest novel
MAJESTY, I was immediately reminded of Shakespeare’s famous line from the play
Henry IV, Part 2, “Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown” – especially when you
have a treacherous and backstabbing family waiting in the wings. The opening
chapter of MAJESTY sets the stage for what apparently is going to be an actionpacked novel full of twists, turns, and cliffhangers. Buckle your seatbelts, Biondi
fans. It’s going to be a bumpy ride.”
For additional information about MAJESTY or to schedule an interview with author
Jake Biondi, please send an email to MajestyTheSeries@gmail.com. Mr. Biondi may
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also be contacted via JakeBiondi.com, Twitter (@jake_biondi), and Instagram
(@majestytheseries).
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